2015 UW-System Symposium
Friday, April 24, 2015

Wisconsin Unions (Poster)
- Katie Tindell – Senior, Sociology
  Mentor: Dr. Paige Miller, Sociology, Criminology and Anthropology

How to Deal with Problems Often Overlooked in Society (Oral Presentation)
- Cory Smith – Junior, Art & English
  Mentor: Dr. Joe Rein, English

How the Odds are Never in Your Favor (Poster)
- Rachel Anderson – Freshman, Accounting
- Elizabeth DeRosier – Sophomore, Business Administration
  Mentor: Dr. Jennifer Willis-Rivera, Communication Studies and Theatre Arts

China’s Dairyman (Oral Presentation)
- Ryan Ruegsegger – Senior, Dairy Science
  Mentor: Dr. Lissa Schneider-Rebozo, English

Geoglazing in Traditional Japanese Wood Fired Kilns (Visual Art)
- Natalia Fernandes – Senior, Fine Arts and Psychology
  Mentor: Randy Johnston, Art

How to Horror (Film)
- Joshua Gustafson – Junior, Film Studies
  Mentor: Dr. Lissa Schneider-Rebozo, English

Synthesis of Furanokurzin: A Biologically Active Compound (Poster)
- Jeremy Schultz – Senior, Chemistry
  Mentor: Dr. Stacey Stoffregen, Chemistry

Unconventional yet Innovative Composition Assignments (Oral Presentation)
- Briana Beebe – Senior, English
  Mentor: Conan Kmiecik, English (TESOL)

Employing Innovative Composition Assignments with Mandated Literature: Infographics and The Scarlett Letter, Student-led Poetry Writing Workshops, and Student-generated Great Gatsby AP Prompts (Oral Presentation)
- Kristen Rasmussen – Senior, English
  Mentor: Conan Kmiecik, English (TESOL)